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Purpose: We evaluated the efficacy of column scatter plots to describe genotype–
phenotype correlations in a Japanese cohort with retinitis pigmentosa (RP).

Methods: Clinical records of 121 patients with RP with identified causative mutations
were reviewed. Visual acuity, central and peripheral visual fields, electroretinography
(ERG), lens status, and measurements of optical coherence tomography were
evaluated according to causative genes using column scatter plots. Values for three
common genes (EYS, USH2A, and RHO) were compared statistically.

Results: All patients with PDE6B, PRPH2, and RPGR mutations, those 55 years old or
younger with RP1L1 and USH2A mutations, and those 45 years old or younger with
EYS and RHO mutations retained visual acuity of at least 0.1. All patients with RPGR
mutations showed at least �20 dB mean deviation. Goldmann perimeter measures of
4/6 patients with RHO mutations showed remaining peripheral visual fields. Dark-
adapted 0.01 and 3.0 ERGs were extinguished for most genes. Half of the patients with
RHO RP maintained cone responses in light-adapted 3.0 and 3.0 flicker ERG. All
patients with PRPH2, those 55 years old or younger with USH2A and RP1L1, and those
45 years old or younger with PDE6B and EYS mutations maintained subfoveal ellipsoid
zones. No differences were identified between EYS and USH2A or RHO and USH2A.

Conclusions: Column scatter plots enabled comparisons of the associated severities
and illustration of the ophthalmological measurements for every RP causative gene.

Translational Relevance: Analysis of mutations in specific genes may be helpful for
determining visual prognoses in the clinical setting.

Introduction

Retinitis pigmentosa (RP) is a heterogeneous group
of diseases caused by mutations in more than 50
genes.1 Recent advances in genotype screening tech-
nology using next-generation sequencing have revealed
the genetic background of RP in many cohorts.2–11

Ideally, this could lead to insights regarding the
detailed clinical features of RP associated with each
gene and has, for example, yielded descriptions of the
phenotypes of mutation carriers and patients with RP
themselves for one causative gene.12–14 However, to the
best of our knowledge, only a single study has been
published to date comparing the phenotypes of RP
between all RP genes identified in a given cohort.15

A general treatment approach for RP is under
development but has not yet been established.
Therefore, the primary interest or concern of patients

generally is related to their own prognosis or to the
likelihood of inheritance of the disorder by their
children. Since retention of visual acuity is of
particular relevance to the maintenance of their
quality of life, it is desirable to obtain specific
information regarding the visual prognosis associated
with each causal gene.

Statistical methodologies for demonstrating signif-
icant differences represent the gold standard of
scientific reports for comparing two groups consisting
of large samples. However, comparisons of large
numbers of groups or groups with smaller sample
sizes weaken the statistical power for obtaining
meaningful results. Thus, it might be inappropriate
or impossible to compare differences in the features of
RP, an orphan disease, among the numerous causa-
tive genes.

Huang et al.15 showed the relationship between
visual acuity and specific causative genes using
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column scatter plots in a cohort of patients with
inherited retinal dystrophy from China. The Figure
shown in the article illustrated disease duration from
onset, visual acuity, and the affected genes in each
individual. The advantages of this Figure were that
the visual acuity of individuals was easy to under-
stand owing to the use of color-coding, the severity of
the RP associated with each gene was available, and
we could determine the number of individuals
associated with each causative gene, and, therefore,
could consider that the genes associated with small
numbers of patients were likely to include selection
biases.

To obtain a similar level of detail for RP, this
study aimed to describe the genotype–phenotype
correlations in a cohort of Japanese patients with
RP and to determine the efficacy of column scatter
plots compared to traditional statistical methods for
this purpose.

Methods

The current study adhered to the tenets of the
Declaration of Helsinki. The institutional review
board and ethics committee of Kyoto University
Hospital approved the study protocols. All patients
were fully informed regarding the details of this study,
and written consent was obtained from each partic-
ipant.

Participants

We reviewed retrospectively the clinical records of
121 patients with RP or Usher syndrome in the retinal
degeneration service at Kyoto University Hospital
who had been diagnosed molecularly in our previous
study.7 Based on comprehensive ophthalmologic
examinations and medical histories, patients exhibit-
ing features of cone–rod dystrophy, macular dystro-
phy, Leber congenital amaurosis, or other specific
named dystrophies had been excluded from the
previous diagnostic study. The current cohort con-
sisted solely of patients with RP or Usher syndrome
with causative mutations in EYS (n¼ 35), USH2A (n
¼ 14), RHO (n ¼ 7), RP1L1 (n ¼ 7), PDE6B (n ¼ 6),
RPGR (n¼ 5), PRPH2 (n¼ 4), CNGA1 (n¼ 3), CRX
(n¼ 3), MAK (n¼ 3), MERTK (n¼ 3), PRPF31 (n¼
3), RP1 (n¼ 3), SNRNP200 (n¼ 3), C2orf71 (n¼ 2),
CNGB1 (n ¼ 2), GPR98 (n ¼ 2), RDH12 (n ¼ 2),
RPE65 (n ¼ 2), TULP1 (n ¼ 2), BEST1 (n ¼ 1),
IMPG2 (n ¼ 1), LRAT (n ¼ 1), MYO7A (n ¼ 1),

NR2E3 (n¼1), NRL (n¼1), PRCD (n¼ 1), PRPF6 (n
¼ 1), ROM1 (n¼ 1), and TOPORS (n ¼ 1).

Column Scatter Plots

The column scatter plots were styled based on the
graphs presented by Huang et al.15 The list of genes
was arrayed across the x-axis, the right y-axis
represented the percentage of plots with relatively
good values, and the left y-axis showed the age at
examination (although the original Figure adopted
the duration from onset).15 The color of each point
represented the categorized value for the respective
measure obtained from ophthalmological examina-
tions of the right eye.

Visual Acuity
Decimal visual acuity was measured using a

Landolt chart. Visual acuity was divided into five
categories ranging from normal (1.0 or better)
through loss of vision (worse than 0.01) with each
category indicated by a separate color as shown in
Figure 1. The genes on the x-axis were arranged
according to the percentage of patients with 0.1 or
better visual acuity; this was shown using a line graph.
For example, all patients (3/3) with RPGR mutations
had 0.1 or better visual acuity, while one of three
patients with CRX mutations had visual acuity worse
than 0.1. Thus, the RPGR gene was positioned on the
left of the CRX gene. Genes with the same percentage
were arranged alphabetically. As a result, the genes
arranged to the left of the x-axis were associated with
more patients with good visual acuity than those to
the right.

Central Visual Field
Patients underwent central visual field tests using a

10-2 SITA standard program with a Humphrey Field
Analyzer (HFA; Carl Zeiss Meditec, Inc., Dublin,
CA). Data sets with fixation loss scores of 20% or
more or with false-positive or false-negative errors of
33% or more were discarded. Mean deviations (MDs)
were categorized into four groups ranging from better
than�10 through�30 dB or worse with each category
indicated by a separate color, as shown in Figure 1.
The genes on the x-axis were arranged according to
the percentage of patients with better than �20 dB,
which was shown using a line graph.

Peripheral Visual Field
Patients underwent visual field tests using the

Goldmann perimeter (Haag Streit, Bern, Germany).
The areas of V4e isopter were measured with Image J
1.48 software (National Institutes of Health, Bethes-
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da, MD) as described previously.16 The whole image

of the scanned result was equivalent to 2.1 3 106

pixels. The areas were divided into five categories

ranging from �106 to �103 pixels with each category

indicated by a separate color, as shown in Figure 1.

Since most of the visual fields restricted concentrically

within 108 resulted in 105 pixels or less, the genes on

the x-axis were arranged according to the percentage

of patients with more than 105 pixels of visual field,

shown using a line graph.

Electroretinography (ERG)

Electroretinography was performed according to

the International Society for Clinical Electrophysiol-

Figure 1. Column scatter plots of visual acuity, central visual field, and peripheral visual field arranged according to causative genes.
Visual acuity is divided into five categories: normal (1.0 or better, blue), sufficient to obtain a driver’s license in Japan (0.9–0.7, green), able
to distinguish letters (0.6–0.1, yellow), poor (0.09–0.01, brown), and loss of vision (worse than 0.01, red). The genes on the x-axis are
arranged according to the percentage of associated RP cases with visual acuity 0.1 or better (blue line). The MD of the Humphrey Field
Analyzer (HFA) 10-2 program is categorized into four groups as shown in the legend. The genes on the x-axis are arranged according to
the percentage of associated RP cases with better than �20 dB (blue line). The areas of V4e isopter measured using the Goldmann
perimeter are divided into five categories, as shown in the legend. The genes on the x-axis are arranged according to the percentage of
associated RP cases with more than 105 pixels per visual field (blue line). The left y-axes show the ages of the patients.
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ogy of Vision (ISCEV) standard protocol 2008

version using an LS-C200 stimulator (Mayo Co.,

Nagoya, Japan) and a Neuropack MEB-2204 signal

processor (Nihon Kohden, Tokyo, Japan). The

amplitudes in dark-adapted 0.01 ERG and light-

adapted 3.0 flicker ERG, and the amplitudes of the b-

wave in dark-adapted 3.0 ERG and light-adapted 3.0

ERG were divided into two groups (.5 and �5 lV),
with color-coding as shown in Figure 2. This was

because waves of 5 lV or less were difficult to

distinguish from noise in our recording condition. The

genes on the x-axis were arranged according to the

percentage of patients in the former group, shown

using a line graph. Because amplitudes of more than 5

lV in dark-adapted 3.0 oscillatory potentials were

recorded only in a patient with EYS mutations, the

graph was omitted from Figure 2.

Cataracts
Patients were divided into three groups according

to lens status, as determined based on clinical records,
as follows: cataract (�), cataract (þ), and intraocular
lens (Fig. 3). Posterior or anterior subcapsule opacity
or nucleus cataract with Emery-Little grade 3 or more
was defined as cataract (þ). The genes on the x-axis
were arranged according to the percentage of patients
in the cataract (�) group, shown using a line graph.

Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT)
We obtained 308 foveal cross scans (vertical and

horizontal) using a Spectralisþ OCT system (Heidel-
berg Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany). The pres-
ence of cystoid macular edema (CME) and epiretinal
membrane (ERM) were confirmed from cross scans
by two authors (KO and SM). The genes on the x-axis
were arranged according to the percentages of

Figure 2. Column scatter plots of the amplitudes of ERG. The amplitudes in dark-adapted 0.01 ERG (DA 0.01 ERG) and light-adapted 3.0
flicker ERG (LA 3.0 flicker ERG) and of the b-wave in dark-adapted 3.0 ERG (DA 3.0 ERG) and light-adapted 3.0 ERG (LA 3.0 ERG) are divided
into two categories: larger than 5 lV (green) and 5 lV or smaller (red). The genes on the x-axis are arranged according to the percentage
of associated RP cases with larger than 5 lV of amplitude (blue line). The left y-axes show the ages of the patients.
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patients with CME and ERM, shown using a line
graph. The ellipsoid zone (EZ) length was measured
manually on the vertical and horizontal images using
the SpectralisþOCT equipped with a caliper. The
averaged EZ length of the cross scans was divided
into four categories, ranging from almost normal
(.6000 lm) to almost extinguished (�500 lm), as
show in Figure 4. The genes on the x-axis were
arranged according to the percentage of patients with
EZ lengths of more than 1000 lm, shown using a line
graph.

Statistical Analysis

Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS
statistics v. 20 (IBM Japan, Tokyo, Japan) for
comparisons of characteristics among three represen-
tative genes. USH2A and EYS are common causative
genes of autosomal recessive (AR)–RP worldwide and
in Japan, respectively. RHO is a common causative
gene of autosomal dominant (AD)–RP. We compared
the phenotypes between age-matched patients carry-
ing USH2A or RHO and between age-matched
patients carrying EYS or USH2A because we
assumed that the two AR-RP genes were likely to
exhibit overlapping clinical phenotypes and that
differences might be observed between RHO and
USH2A. Decimal visual acuity measures were con-
verted to logarithm minimum angle resolutions
(logMARs). According to the assumption of normal
distribution (the Shapiro-Wilk test), the means or
medians were compared using paired t-tests or
Wilcoxon signed rank tests, respectively. The preva-
lence rates of cataracts, ERM, and CME were
compared using v2 tests.

Results

Column Scatter Plots

Figures 1 to 4 show the column scatter plots of
visual acuity (n¼ 121), MD measured with HFA (n¼
112), the V4e isopter size of the Goldmann perimeter
(n ¼ 111), dark-adapted 0.01 ERG (n ¼ 71), dark-
adapted 3.0 ERG (n¼71), light-adapted 3.0 ERG (n¼
77), light-adapted 3.0 flicker ERG (n¼ 75), lens status
(n ¼ 115), ERM (n ¼ 116), CME (n ¼ 116), and EZ
length (n¼ 116). A summary of the plots is presented
below for the common causative genes, which each
were mutated in at least four patients.

All patients with PDE6B, PRPH2, and RPGR
mutations, those 55 years old or younger with RP1L1
and USH2A mutations, and those 45 years old or
younger with EYS and RHO mutations retained
visual acuity of 0.1 or better (Fig. 1).

The older patients with RHO, PDE6B, RP1L1,
EYS, or USH2A mutations had the worst central
visual field, but all patients with RPGR mutations
showed�20 dB or better MDs as measured with HFA
(Fig. 1).

Peripheral visual fields measured using the Gold-
man perimeter were observed in four of six patients
with RHO mutations. The older patients with
PDE6B, PRPH2, USH2A, RP1L1, RPGR, or EYS
mutations showed greater restriction of their visual
fields. The discrepancies between central and periph-
eral visual field changes were obvious in RP
associated with RPGR mutations (Fig. 1).

Dark-adapted 0.01 ERGs and 3.0 ERG were
extinguished in RP associated with most genes (Fig.

Figure 3. Column scatter plots of lens status. Patients without cataracts (blue), those who underwent cataract surgery (yellow), and
those with cataracts (red) are shown. The genes on the x-axis are arranged according to the percentage of associated RP cases without
cataracts (blue line). The left y-axes show the ages of the patients.
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2). Although only a single patient with RHOmutation
and three with EYS mutation showed rod response,
more patients exhibited larger amplitude in light
adapted 3.0 ERG or 3.0 flicker ERG. As a result,
seven of 74 patients showed measurable peaks in
dark-adapted 0.01 ERG and 3.0 ERG. Twenty of 77
patients and 20 of 75 showed measurable peaks in

light-adapted 3.0 ERG and 3.0 flicker ERG, respec-
tively. Half of the patients with RHO-associated RP
maintained the cone response.

Cataracts were observed generally in patients 40
years old or older (Fig. 3). Forty of 62 patients and 32
of 38 patients had cataracts or underwent cataract
surgery at 50 years old or older and 60 years old or

Figure 4. Column scatter plots of measurements of OCT. Patients with epiretinal membrane or cystoid macular edema are shown as red
plots. The patients without ERM or CME are shown as blue plots. The genes on the x-axis are arranged according to the percentage of
associated RP cases with ERM or CME. The averaged EZ length of the cross scans was divided into four categories: almost normal (more
than 6000 lm, blue), within the macular area (6000 lm or less, green), within the foveal center field (1000 lm or less, yellow), and almost
extinguished (500 lm or less, red). The genes on the x-axis are arranged according to the percentage of associated RP cases with more
than 1000 lm of EZ (blue line). The left y-axes show the ages of the patients.
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older, respectively. Less than half of the patients with
PRPH2, RPGR, and RHO mutations had cataracts
or underwent cataract surgery.

The epiretinal membrane was observed in elderly
patients but was absent in those with PDE6B and
PRPH2 mutations (Fig. 4). Moreover, CME was
observed even in younger patients compared to ERM,
but no patients with RP1L1 and RPGR mutations
had CME (Fig. 4). All patients with PRPH2
mutations, those 55 years old or younger with
USH2A and RP1L1 mutations, and those 45 years
old or younger with PDE6B and EYS mutations
maintained subfoveal EZ. In addition, four of five
patients with RPGR mutations and five of seven
patients with RHO mutations had EZ measures
longer than 1000 lm.

Statistical Comparisons among USH2A, EYS,
and RHO

Because of age matching, we were able to analyze
comparisons between 14 patients with EYS mutations
and 14 with USH2A mutations, and between six with
RHO mutations and six with USH2A mutations.

The small sample size of each group did not yield
normal distributions for visual acuity, Goldman
perimetry, EZ length, or ERG parameters. Thus,
Wilcoxon signed rank tests or paired t-tests were used,
depending on the distribution. Table 1 shows the
comparison between the representative AR-RP genes
(EYS versus USH2A). There were no significant

differences observed for any parameters. Table 2
shows the comparison between the representative
AD-RP and AR-RP genes (RHO versus USH2A).
Although the visual fields measured using the Gold-
mann perimeter tended to be larger in RHO-
associated RP than in USH2A-associated RP, the
differences were not statistically significant.

Discussion

In this study, clinical measurements of Japanese
patients with RP were shown according to each
identified RP gene using column scatter plots. For
genes mutated in a relatively large number of patients,
such as EYS, we could estimate the associated age of
decreasing quality of vision and thereby decreasing
quality of life. Similar information for each gene
would allow more objective and accurate consulta-
tions for individual patients than currently is avail-
able. However, the most common causal genes
identified in Japanese patients with RP tended to be
positioned toward the center of the x-axis. Thus,
statistical analysis did not result in the identification
of significant differences of clinical measurements
between representative autosomal and recessive or
recessive and dominant genes. Therefore, in terms of
comparing the potential clinical outcome of each
gene, our results suggested that many genes, especially
those commonly mutated in RP, might overlap in

Table 1. Comparison of RP Phenotypes Associated With the EYS and USH2A Genes

EYS (n ¼ 14) Shapiro-Wilk Test USH2A (n ¼ 14) Shapiro-Wilk Test P Valuea

Age 57.1 6 11.8 P ¼ 0.573 57.5 6 12.7 P ¼ 0.481 P ¼ 0.604
Visual acuity 0.88 6 1.2 P ¼ 0.017 0.69 6 0.88 P ¼ 0.046 P ¼ 0.701b

GP, pixels 162,122 6 266,168 P , 0.001 134,256 6 234,754 P , 0.001 P ¼ 0.929b

HFA10-2 MD, dB �19.3 6 12.0 P ¼ 0.232 �21.9 6 10.2 P ¼ 0.211 P ¼ 0.559
Cataract or IOL 9/14 8/14 P ¼ 1.000c

ERM 2/14 5/14 P ¼ 0.385c

CME 0/14 1/14 P ¼ 1.000c

EZ length, lm 1724 6 2627 P , 0.001 995 6 1666 P ¼ 0.001 P ¼ 0.208b

0.01 DA, lV 17.6 6 35.1 P , 0.001 0.0 – P ¼ 0.391b

3.0 DA, lV 15.6 6 29.5 P , 0.001 0.0 – P ¼ 0.317b

3.0 LA, lV 12.2 6 19.4 P , 0.001 1.3 6 3.3 P , 0.001 P ¼ 0.256b

3.0 LA flicker, lV 6.7 6 12.4 P , 0.001 0.0 – P ¼ 0.180b

GP, Goldmann perimeter; HFA10-2, Humphrey Field Analyzer 10-2 program; IOL, intraocular lens; 0.01 DA, dark-adapted
0.01 ERG; 3.0 DA, dark-adapted 3.0 ERG; 3.0 LA, light-adapted 3.0 ERG; 3.0 LA flicker; light-adapted 3.0 flicker ERG.

a P values are according to paired t-test unless otherwise noted.
b Wilcoxon signed rank test.
c v2 test.
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terms of their associated clinical course, as many
clinicians have previously considered to be the case.

The visual acuity of patients with RP usually
remains within the normal range, even in the
advanced stage of the disease. Half of our patients
(61/121) had good visual acuity, sufficient to obtain a
driver’s license, and approximately 75% of patients
(94/121) had the minimum acuity necessary to read
letters. Nonearly onset RP genes, such as PDE6B,
PRPH2, USH2A, and EYS, showed 0.1 or better
visual acuity at the age of 45 years or younger. These
observations indicated that most Japanese patients
with RP can continue their employment by selecting
deskwork incorporating monitors or low vision aid
devices by the age of 45. Notably, RHO and RPGR,
which are considered to cause earlier onset RP than
the formerly listed four genes, were associated with
relatively good visual acuity, even in older patients.
There is little information about RP1L1-associated
RP, which was reported in the UK only relatively
recently.17 However, according to our previous work,
RP1L1 accounts for 8.6% of AR-RP in Japan.7 The
decline in visual acuity we had observed was similar to
that observed with USH2A or EYS mutations. In
comparison, the good visual acuity suggested by our
results to be associated with the BEST1 gene or the
poor visual acuity suggested to be associated with the
RPE65 gene might be over- or underestimated
because of the small sample size used in this study.

The HFA 10-2 program measures represent the
central visual functioning of patients with RP, even at
the advanced stage.18 In X-linked RP (such as that

caused by RPGR mutation), visual disturbances are
thought to be more severe than in other forms of
RP.19 Conversely, good visual acuity of RPGR-
associated RP was found in our study, supported by
an MD of more than �20 dB. However, this good
central visual function might be caused by the
sampling bias of our patients with the RPGR
mutation. In this study, the five patients with RPGR
mutations were male and the study did not include
female carriers. However, only one patient had a
mutation in ORF15, while 60% of disease-causing
mutations have been shown to be located in this
region.20 The cohort in this study included patients
diagnosed genetically by previous targeted exome
sequencing, and the median coverage of the ORF15
was zero, which might explain the small number of
patients shown to have ORF15 mutations. Indeed, the
shortcomings of next-generation sequencing with
respect to the sequencing of ORF15 in RPGR have
been reported.20

Cataracts are the common complication of RP.
The scatter plots indicated that in most patients with
RP cataracts develop before 60 years of age. All RP
genes had similar tendencies. Because fewer than 16%
of patients require cataract surgery before 65 years of
age in the normal Japanese population,21 cataracts
impair visual function earlier in patients with RP than
in the general population.

The residual EZ is known to be associated strongly
with visual acuity and to decline with disease
progression.22,23 Phenotypic variety is common in
dystrophies associated with PRPH2; however, all

Table 2. Comparison of Retinitis Pigmentosa Phenotypes Associated With the RHO and USH2A Genes

RHO, n ¼ 6 Shapiro-Wilk Test USH2A, n ¼ 6 Shapiro-Wilk Test P Valuea

Age 48.2 6 17.0 P ¼ 0.289 49.5 6 14.0 P ¼ 0.425 P ¼ 0.379
Visual acuity 0.67 6 1.2 P ¼ 0.003 0.17 6 0.4 P , 0.001 P ¼ 0.203b

GP, pixels 409,862 6 469,950 P ¼ 0.219 210,242 6 336,229 P ¼ 0.018 P ¼ 0.108b

HFA10-2 MD, dB �17.8 6 11.7 P ¼ 0.075 �17.7 6 11.6 P ¼ 0.790 P ¼ 0.974
Cataract or IOL 2/6 2/6 P ¼ 1.000c

ERM 2/6 2/6 P ¼ 1.000c

CME 3/6 0/6 P ¼ 0.182c

EZ length, lm 1413 6 1143 P ¼ 0.152 1795 6 1936 P ¼ 0.187 P ¼ 0.600
0.01 DA, lV 0.0 P , 0.001 0.0 – P ¼ 1.000b

3.0 DA, lV 10.8 6 24.2 P , 0.001 0.0 – P ¼ 1.000b

3.0 LA, lV 9.5 6 6.4 P ¼ 0.190 0.0 – P ¼ 0.282
3.0 LA flicker, lV 7.4 6 12.6 P ¼ 0.013 0.0 – P ¼ 0.258b

a P values are according to paired t-test unless otherwise noted.
b Wilcoxon signed rank test.
c v2 test.
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patients diagnosed with RP with PRPH2 mutation in
this study had EZ measures of longer than 1000 lm.
This is concordant with a recent report of patients
with RP and PRPH2 mutations from France.24 On
the other hand, EYS and USH2A were common AR-
RP genes in Japan. The subfoveal EZ associated with
mutation of these genes is likely to be retained
through the fourth decade. This is very informative
when considering public health or the support of
Japanese patients with RP.

RP is complicated by CME and ERM. The higher
prevalence of ERM in older patients with RP was
consistent with that in the normal population.
Interestingly, no patients with PDE6B and PRPH2
had ERM. Moreover, to our knowledge, no previous
reports have shown the absence of ERM in the
context of PDE6B and PRPH2. Our previous study
using spectral domain OCT estimated the prevalence
of CME as 26.9% in a genotype-undetermined RP
cohort.25 The current results showed that 18 of 116
patients (15.5%) had CME, which was a lower
percentage than that in a previous report, potentially
because the previous report included both eyes and
investigated volume scans instead of cross scans.
CME occurred in younger patients than ERM; thus,
CME may occur during an earlier stage of RP. Two
older patients with CME with RHO mutation (66 and
62 years old) retained the cone response in ERG,
suggesting a mild phenotype. This is consistent with
our previous report showing that the CME was
located predominantly in an area in which the
external limiting membrane remained.25 The absence
of the CME in patients with RPGR and RP1L1
mutations was interesting. The most plausible expla-
nation for this observation was selection bias due to
the small sample size. Birch et al.26 did not refer to
CME in their OCT study in a cohort with RPGR-RP.

In our cohort, patients with RP and RHO
mutations had relatively large visual fields. This also
is consistent with a previous report in French patients
with RP.27 Sandberg et al.28 demonstrated that the
severity of the disease was correlated with the location
of the amino acid residue altered by the mutation, and
showed that the decline in the visual field was mild for
patients carrying gene mutations at the transmem-
brane domain. However, the four patients with a
preserved visual field in our study carried mutations
in other domains. Therefore, more cases are needed to
allow a detailed discussion of the effects of each
mutation.

We often see patients with RP with moderately
preserved ERG in the clinical setting. These patients

include young patients and those with sectorial RP. In
this study, however, only one of 10 and one of four
patients showed measurable peaks in rod and cone
responses, respectively. The patients with preserved
responses were not limited to youth but rather showed
mutations in specific genes, such as EYS or RHO.
These findings suggested that electrophysiological
findings might be more effective for identification of
causative genes than other ophthalmologic measures.

Statistical analysis is the gold standard of scientific
reports for comparing two groups consisting of large
samples. However, not more than 35 patients had
even the most commonly mutated RP gene within our
cohort. As a result, we presented the results of paired
t-tests using 14 and six sample sets. The small sample
groups did not show normal distributions in some
measurements, requiring us to use the Wilcoxon
signed rank test. Accordingly, we did not identify
any significant differences between the parameters
associated with mutations in EYS and USH2A or
between the parameters associated with mutations in
RHO and USH2A. Although the phenotypes associ-
ated with these genes might, indeed, overlap, we
recommend that these results be treated with caution
because of the lack of statistical power owing to the
small sample sizes. The formation of a consortium
would be the key to overcoming this problem. It is
relatively straightforward to obtain standardized
information regarding genomics or visual acuity
between institutions, and it is possible to compare
these findings. However, ERG and the Goldmann
perimeter still show variable results between hospitals,
even if obtained using standardized protocols. These
difficulties might result in the performance of few
genotype–phenotype correlation studies of RP using
statistical methods.29–32

One limitation of this study is that our scatter plots
were integrated based not on specific mutations but
on mutated genes. The type of mutation (nonsense,
missense, insertion, deletion, or copy number varia-
tion) and the location of the mutation (splice site,
intron, exon, or protein domain) within a gene are
thought to influence the RP phenotype. The mixture
of these mutations in this study possibly confused the
determination of genotype–phenotype correlations.
However, the scatter plots could be applied to
mutation-based analysis if additional numbers of
patients with RP are diagnosed molecularly in a large
consortium.

In conclusion, the use of column scatter plots
enabled the comparison of the severity associated
with RP genes and the visualization of the ophthal-
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mological measurements of RP for every gene. This
could not be achieved currently by statistical ap-
proaches because of the large number of causative
genes. The results suggest that the phenotypes of the
common causative genes in Japan might overlap in
the standard clinical course; however, the prognosis
of visual function based on the known outcomes
associated with each causative gene would be helpful
for daily consultations. Another advantage of the
scatter plot is that we can add points or even plots for
each new patient, which would result in more accurate
collective information. Thus, the column scatter plots
might be an effective tool for managing the clinical
course of RP based on causative genes.
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